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which should afterwards be submitted by some process of
referendum to the verdict of each Colony.   A Bill was
afterwards drafted, which formed the basis of the various
enabling Acts passed in all the Colonies.   By making the
measure to depend upon popular support at both end$, first
in the popular election of the delegates, and then by the
measure being submitted to the electors for their approval
or disapproval, the question was rescued from the grip of
parliamentary routine and brought distinctly home to the
mind and sympathies of the electors.   A Conference of
Premiers, held at Hobart in January, 1895, endorsed the
proposals of the Australian Natives Association.   The draft
Bill, embodying them, provided that the Convention, after
provisionally framing a Constitution, should then adjourn
for sixty.days before its final consideration.   The Australian
Legislatures would thus be able to express their opinions on
the measure.   In the winter of 1895-6 enabling Acts were
passed in New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and
Tasmania.   In Queensland it excited opposition on a side
issue, and had to be withdrawn; and in Western Australia
the delegates were to be chosen, not by the people, but by
the two Houses of the Legislature sitting together.   More-
over, in this Colony the Constitution, as framed by the
Convention, was only to be submitted to the people if
approved by Parliament.
In March, 1897, the election was held for the members
of the Convention in the four Colonies, and the Western
Australian Parliament elected its representatives. Each
Colony was represented by ten members, so that the Con-
vention in the absence of Queensland consisted of fifty
members. The first meeting took place on March 23rd, 189/,
at Adelaide. Mr. Barton, a New South Wales delegate,
who had made a special study of the subject of federation,
undertook the duties of * leader of the Convention1* It
was thought necessary to start the discussion de novo
with a long debate on general resolutions, which occupies

